HEAL Equine Centre can help with PTSD, autism treatment

Rupert Isaacson, right, Suzanne Latchford-Kulker, middle, and Lliane Lorenz assess a horse to be used the next day in a two-day workshop. (Right)

By Ross Lees

Members of the military from 8 Wing/CFB Trenton and their families may not have far to travel any more if their autistic children need treatment, or adults with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety or depression want help.

The HEAL Equine Centre in Hillier, Prince Edward County, continues to improve its qualifications for the treatment of these and other disorders, including holding a two-day training course Tuesday and Wednesday from world-renowned Horse Boy founder Rupert Isaacson.

The HEAL farm was the training centre for practitioners learning the Horse Boy techniques from Isaacson and Lliane Lorenz, both from the Texas headquarters of the Horse Boy Camp.

Continued on page 10
Isaacson works internationally teaching his Horse Boy method at camps and centres in North America and Europe. In 2010, the Autistic Society of America awarded Isaacson the Autism Award for his significant contribution to improving the lives of all who are affected by autism.

The HEAL farm, owned and operated by Suzanne Latchford-Kulker, sprung from her love of horses, nature and helping others. Fascinated by horses since she was a 10-year-old girl, she has been involved with horses off and on in Canada, Italy and Germany for most of her life, except for a year-round absence beginning in her mid-20s.

Seven years ago, in 2009, she purchased the small 35-acre property in Hillier and the day they took possession of the farm, their first horse “showed up.”

“All of our horses came from various backgrounds and needed homes,” she told The Contact. “Instead of buying a horse, they’ve all come from people who couldn’t care for them anymore or were too old.”

As the principle training tool at HEAL farm, Latchford-Kulker pays attention to the horses she acquires. She now has seven.

“They are definitely horses that like people and like to interact and have a bit of character,” she states. “It’s very important that our horses live as a heard and they live as close to their natural instincts as possible. They’re outside 24/7, they’re not put in a stall at a certain time every day and left alone, but they do form small herds. They all have their pecking order and herd dynamic which can teach people a lot, as well, because horses are about who they trust. They’re always in the moment.”

“Meaning they’re jolly rude,” Isaacson interjects, chuckling.

Our method addresses those issues,” Isaacson noted.

“L şikayet from horses,” he said as a result of their authenticity, the one true voice that they’re getting from the horse, thus bringing it into the discussion.”

“I take them through grounding, meditation and breathing and I say pick up anything from each horse – it doesn’t have to be a saddle – then we’ll go throughout the horse and we’ll talk about it. Sometimes they pick up something about themselves that they’re getting from the horse, thus bringing it into the discussion.”

Often what they initially pick up from the horse is something basic, like it’s the youngest, or this horse seems nervous, or this is the head horse and they relate it to themselves in the end, she indicates.

“There are lots of reflective, quiet moments,” she notes. “They get Aha moments and there’s journaling, as well. They do an activity and then they go away and they sit at the pond and write about their experience which gives it more meaning, more value for that person, and it’s theirs, it’s nobody else’s but theirs.”

She says the process is very much educational and a great partnership between the horse and the person. Horses are revered for their partnership between the horse and the person. Horses are revered for their partnership between the horse and the person. Horses are revered for their partnership between the horse and the person.

According to Latchford-Kulker, the people would start opening parts of themselves to the horses they didn’t know were there or they would start to listen to “their authentic voice rather than their analytical thinking mind. My job as a facilitator is to help them come out of their analytical thinking mind and go into their body and access their truth.”

This is a very transformational process, according to Isaacson. One of the first things she does with her clients is have them meet the herd.

“Kulker. ‘That makes them think about what happened to them, why they’re there and they start to feel the trauma that they’ve been through. That’s the awareness that pulled them into the discussion.”

“I had them draw how they were feeling first and at the end of the day, they drew another mandala and we compared the two. It showed them ‘this is where I was and this is where I am.”

It is this workshop which directed Latchford-Kulker to the Horse Boy method of teaching. After that one course, Soldier On would not fund more workshops because the equine facilitated learning had no riding in it and Soldier On’s mandate includes recreation, sports and healthy living.

“Our method addresses those issues,” Isaacson notes.
Horse Boy method taught to the teacher by the student

Method insures the environment is appropriate, and involves the whole family

By Ross Lees

Life often takes many twists and turns and it was just such a life turn which set journalist Rupert Isaacson on the trail of the Horse Boy method of helping autistic children and people with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression.

The turn wasn’t made by Rupert, but by his son Rowan on one of their daily excursions into the woodland trails near their home near Austin, Texas. That turn, however, thrust Rupert onto a path he felt compelled to continue along.

On that particular day, Rowan, instead of turning right on the trail as he normally would, turned left and was suddenly through their neighbour’s fence before Rupert could catch him. It was important that Rupert stay near Rowan because the younger Isaacson was autistic and it was only on these woodland trails where he seemed to get release from the tantrums and stimming related to his autism.

On the other side of that fence was a herd of horses and Rowan went in amongst them and threw himself on the ground on his back. Rupert feared the young boy would be trampled by the herd of Texan horses, but instead, the alpha mare, a grumpy quarter horse named Betsy, gently herded the remainder of the horses away from Rowan.

“The something extraordinary happened,” Rupert noted. “She bent her head to him and began to lick and chew with her lips and half close her eyes which, if you have trained horses, is a submissive/acceptance gesture. It’s quite an unusual thing to see, something I’d not seen before.”

Having seen the remarkable interaction between Rowan and Betsy, Rupert received permission from Betsy’s owner to allow Rowan on the horse and the young boy quickly began overcoming many of his stims – the hand flapping, the rocking, the chanting and the repetitive noises.

“All of that would stop and I had a very different kid,” Rupert acknowledges.

But it took a trip to Central America where Rupert was sent as a journalist for him to witness fathers riding with their children before he thought of riding Betsy with Rowan. All of a sudden, Rupert had the key to the Horse Boy method.
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Human rights work with the San tribe, or Bushmen of South Africa exposed him to the tribal healers or shaman and, upon seeing Rowan, they offered to work with him. Rupert, Rowan and Kristin, Rowan’s wife and Rowan’s mother, decided to go to Mongolia for a month and experience the San methods.

“We went out with a kid that was autistic and we came back with a kid that was autistic,” Rowan states, “but what did change was that Rowan’s three key dysfunctions – his incontinence, his tantrums and his inability to make friends – were left behind in Mongolia. Our quality of life and his quality of life changed radically and dramatically in only a month there.”

That sparked Rupert’s curiosity about whether this was just his son having this reaction or could it affect others similarly. He began running unofficial play dates in the area for other kids and their families.

“We found there was a profound universal response that we were getting,” which sparked camps at their small property. Almost immediately, they were overwhelmed by parents seeking help for their children.

Over time, Rupert and Iliane Lorenz established the Horse Boy ethos based on a six-stage process. They conducted their play dates free of charge for those near their home property and have since established teaching centres around the world so families did not need to spend $20,000 travelling to Texas for the miraculous life-changing benefits of the Horse Boy method.

Last week, they were at just such a training centre at the HEAL (Human Equine Assisted Learning) farm owned by Suzanne Latchford-Kübler on Danforth Road near Hillier, where a group of around 25 people had gathered to learn the Horse Boy method.

The farm in Hillier is the second location where Rupert and Lorene have taught their technique in Canada – the other was a place in Nova Scotia.

The most important aspect of developing a new facility is ensuring the environment is appropriate and then involving the whole family in the process tailored to the children. Family involvement is critical on several levels, according to Rupert, first because a consultant and translator is often needed and a sibling is often the best suited but also because those other children might also have been marginalized by autism.

Another aspect of the process is to address the stress of the mother, the “anchor” in the family, Rupert notes.

“Her stress is hard to imagine,” he told The Contact. “Her marriage is on the rocks for sure. 80 per cent of parents of autistic children split up. Every time she goes to the supermarket, she’s told what a crap parent she is by complete strangers, her own mum is probably telling her what a crap parent she is. She’s not sleeping, she’s up to her elbows in pooh because the kid’s not toilet trained, she’s feeling guilty because she’s not giving to the siblings what she’d like to give to them, and she’s broke because everything is terribly expensive and that’s why at our place in Texas, all the local parents come free of charge. We raise the money in other ways.”

Thus the sensory work begins with the mother and she rapidly begins to calm down, often after a good cry of relief.

The process continues from there and is often most successful in a 12-to-22 week period.

1. Environment: We create an environment with no bad sensory triggers in which the child has perfect freedom to explore and where families can exchange information, find community and where natural surroundings, which calm the over active nervous system are the norm.

2. Sensory work: By removing bad sensory triggers, we address the child’s sensory integration challenges and then work directly to further this by laying the child body-to-body bareback on the horse’s back. “Stimming” and other stress behaviors fall away and the child’s intellect engages.

3. Back-riding: We ride with the child in the saddle in front of us which has several benefits. The rhythmic rocking motion created by the rider rocks the child’s hips which scientist believe floods the child’s body with the feel good hormone oxytocin; sitting behind the child the rider/therapist is a voice to the child, “It’s only what Rowan showed us to do,” he explains. “It only works because I had a good teacher. It changes the family dynamic and we never forget we are here to serve the child.”

4. The results, however, can be impressive. Virtually anything can be an trigger to an autistic child with the proper stimulation of the Horse Boy method, from basic language to math, science and art, anything in which the child shows an interest.

The Horse Boy method has also proven successful in treating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety or depression in adults, and with good reason. Rupert is the father of an autistic child who was Rowan was the child of a father who suffered from PTSD as the result of his own trauma and adaptation process.

5. The process begins to normalize and develop in a more neurotypical fashion.

6. The key here is to use specialized sensory work, which the rider creates in the child’s brain – the child’s body and mind. The rider creates an environment with no bad sensory triggers in which the child has perfect freedom to explore and where families can exchange information, find community and where natural surroundings, which calm the over active nervous system are the norm.

5. Academics: Once the child has reached the perspective taking stage, we can start to introduce math, reading, history, geography, the natural sciences and even languages while in the saddle.

The key here is to use specialized sensory work, which the rider creates in the child’s brain – the child’s body and mind. The rider creates an environment with no bad sensory triggers in which the child has perfect freedom to explore and where families can exchange information, find community and where natural surroundings, which calm the over active nervous system are the norm.

6. The key here is to use specialized sensory work, which the rider creates in the child’s brain – the child’s body and mind. The rider creates an environment with no bad sensory triggers in which the child has perfect freedom to explore and where families can exchange information, find community and where natural surroundings, which calm the over active nervous system are the norm.

The six steps of Horse Boy Method are:

1. Environment: We create an environment with no bad sensory triggers in which the child has perfect freedom to explore and where families can exchange information, find community and where natural surroundings, which calm the over active nervous system are the norm.
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3. Back-riding: We ride with the child in the saddle in front of us which has several benefits. The rhythmic rocking motion created by the rider rocks the child’s hips which scientist believe floods the child’s body with the feel good hormone oxytocin; sitting behind the child the rider/therapist is a voice to the child, “It’s only what Rowan showed us to do,” he explains. “It only works because I had a good teacher. It changes the family dynamic and we never forget we are here to serve the child.”
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Rupert Isaacson explains the Horse Boy method to journalists, Suzanne Latchford-Kulker (third from left) and other visitors to the HEAL Farm on the Danforth Road near Hillier in Prince Edward County.

Unfortunately, when he had PTSD, he didn’t know what it was.

“I didn’t know what it was, just that I was very jumpy and reactive, getting into bar fights, I couldn’t sleep, I was drinking an awful lot and so on. I know what PTSD is first hand, for sure.”

PTSD is often associated with military personnel who have served in war zones, but Rupert feels it is something battered wives and sexually assaulted children can also experience.

“It is a strong force in society and something that warrants further study,” he said.

The Horse Boy method has produced amazing results for Rowan and one other young lady at the Texas facility.

Both have written poems or sonnets that are recognized by professional writers as excellent and are being considered for publication in the near future.

For additional information on the Horse Boy method or HEAL Farm, contact Suzanne Latchford-Kulker at 613-399-5952 or visit healwithhorses.ca